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Global demand shifts open  
wine export opportunities

But where are they and how can exporters  
exploit these opportunities?
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Welcome to this edition of VinIntell as a value-added service to members of the S A Wine In-
dustry. The purpose is to provide you, the decision-maker, with meaningful insight into events, 
trends, opportunities and threats through the analysis of the ever-changing competitive environ-
ment. The analytical approach is a multifaceted, multidisciplinary combination of scientific and 
non-scientific processes.

We trust that this publication will become part of your strategic thinking, strategic planning and 
decision-making process. You are welcome to send comments and suggestions to the publisher.
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INTroduCTIoN
The global wine trade has hit the headlines recently with reports of a global wine shortage might 
be imminent. Furthermore, it is reported that this shortage might become worse than antici-
pated due to an insufficient supply to meet demand in coming years. Already in 2012, global 
supply for wine barely exceeded demand and if the demand is adjusted to include non-wine 
uses, there has been an undersupply of about 300 million cases. This represents the largest 
such shortfall in almost 50 years. This of course opens up a range of potential export oppor-
tunities for South African wine exporters. Immediately, the question is asked how best South 
African wine exporters can capitalise on these opportunities which in turn raises questions 
concerning where the best markets are and what information is required to realise the potential 
opportunities.

BACKGrouNd

Bar a brief period after the economic meltdown of 2008, global wine consumption has risen 
almost constantly since the late 1990s from about 2,450 million cases in 1996 to an estimated 
2,800 million cases at the 2008 economic downturn point and the estimated 2,750 million 
cases in 2013 1.The uS (12% of global wine) and China (currently the world’s 5th largest import 
market), in particular, have been consuming more wine. These two markets alone are projected 
to consume over 400 million cases of wine a piece by 2016 and global production has been 
unable to supply the growing demand. This is because outputs have steadily declined in some 
of the world’s most prosperous regions including Spain, France and Italy, albeit temporarily. 
Area under vine has fallen considerably in all three since 2001.

Global wine production for 2013 is seen rising to seven-year highs2, but reversing the current 
trend will require more than a single, strong harvest and the question remains who will supply 
the real growth markets as there are no wine producing regions that indicate wine production 
growth that is rapid enough to satisfy the growing demand. They themselves are nowhere near 
that level of production and europe, which has easily been suffering the steepest decline in 
wine production (roughly 25% since 2004) will have to reverse its recent bout of poor harvests 
well into the century to continue supplying the world. europe still makes about 60% of the 
world’s wine. The New World market, which includes South Africa, still accounts for less than 
30% of global wine exports, and even less of global wine production. In the 2013 season‚ a 
record total harvest of 1.48 million litres of wine‚ juice and grape concentrate for non-alcoholic 
consumption was produced. This was 5.4% higher than the 2012 harvest.3 4

The numbers mentioned earlier have a specific significant for wine exporters and the case for 
export growth is clear. The challenges in some markets and shifting demands and production 
patterns, present clear opportunities for South African wine exporters. Already, the higher global 
demand and the global wine shortage in other wine-producing countries have led to record 
high export levels in 2013.5
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other factors that impacted on the export levels are a favourable exchange rate, good harvest 
prospects and success in new market access and growing quality recognition. South African 
wine exports for 2012 reached 417 million litres, 10 million litres more than the previous record 
of 407 million litres achieved in 2008 and a 17% increase on volumes in 2011. Indeed, since 
around 2003, bulk wine exports from the major New World wine-producing countries had risen 
from around 20% to over half of wine volumes traded, against the background of protracted 
recessionary market conditions. driven by surging demand for bulk wine, South Africa is looking 
to grow total exports to a record 500 million litres in 2013, almost 100 million litres more than 
the record set in 2012.

Need For exporT GroWTH

In general, South Africa needs to grow and diversify its exports. The South African economy is 
facing many challenges including low economic growth, poverty and inequality. exacerbating 
this situation is the slow growth in exports and the continuing trade imbalance. Another exac-
erbating factor is the current state of the global economy. Factors such as globalisation, 
credit, fiscal adjustment, inflation targeting and poverty cause the global economy to remain 
under pressure. In this context one of the key aims of the South African government is to 
increase exports.

The reason for the urgency in growing exports it that exports lead to enhanced economic activ-
ity due to the efficient allocation of resources. This in turn stimulates output growth in the 
economy as a whole (aggregate output). Increased aggregate supply in turn induces an increase 
in aggregate demand, that is, both domestic and foreign demand for the output. This leads to 
an overall increase in growth resulting from an increase in employment and income earned in 
both the domestic and foreign markets by output. Additionally, exports earn foreign currency, 
which can be used to finance imports of intermediate goods thereby enhancing capital forma-
tion and output growth.

The drive to grow exports gives rise to new challenges to exporters and export promotion 
structures in South Africa. one of these challenges is to provide the right types of information 
to support exports. For the South African government (mainly through the department of Trade 
and Industry) and for the wine export association, Wines of South Africa (WoSA), the challenge 
concerns the content of export promotion policies to promote certain sectors. The adoption of 
export promotion programmes by such trade promotion organisations (Tpos) serves to assist 
exporters to gain a competitive advantage by acquiring experiential knowledge that enables 
them to reduce the risks and uncertainty that prevails in foreign markets. Tpos however often 
have to deal with the challenge on how to allocate available skills and finance to trade promo-
tion and exporters or potential exporters also have to ensure that they are well-prepared to 
exploit market opportunities as they arise.

on a company level, exporters are motivated to export because of several reasons: the size of 
the domestic market may be too small for the exporter resulting in it seeking larger foreign 
markets and companies that export have higher average wage costs and produce more output 
per worker. Furthermore, exports lead to the efficient allocation of resources, greater capacity 
utilisation, gains from economies of scale and technological advancements due to competitive 
pressure in foreign markets.

exporT CHAlleNGeS

participation in the global economy and export to new foreign markets especially brings with it 
the challenge of obtaining knowledge on an unknown or little known market. In particular for 
South African wine exporters, exporters face the following challenges:

• Stagnation in the traditional markets and the need to access new export markets: After 1994, 
South Africa achieved significant export growth into the uK, Germany and Sweden. In 2012 
the three countries absorbed nearly half South Africa’s total wine exports but growth 
momentum into these traditional export markets has stalled.

• South Africa has not succeeded in significantly and meaningfully accessing the broader world 
export market, including African countries. This is particularly true in the case of the united 
States, at present still the largest wine market, where South Africa is up against other strong 
New World players.

• The hundreds of small players / exporters in the South African wine industry means that there 
is not the necessary marketing spend and economies of scale to market and build brands.6

• Knowing what information is required to determine where new markets are and then informa-
tion on how to access and grow such markets (key intelligence requirements) and gathering, 
analysing and using such information is a continuous challenge. For exporters to succeed 
in new growth markets, information on various topics is required including macro-economic 
information, competitor information and market and marketing information. This information is 
obtainable from various sources, including Tpos, export councils like Wosa, human sources 
such as partners and agents and publications.

exporting is thus by no means a simple activity. Many factors impact on exports over which 
the exporter has little to no control. recently, the labour unrest in the Western Cape created 
some pressure on the wine industry but the significant progress made to ensure decent work-
ing conditions on all wine-producing farms has led to South Africa now having the highest 
number of Fairtrade-accredited wineries worldwide, with 65% of Fairtrade wines sold globally 
coming from our country. There is also growing support for the Wine and Agricultural Industry 
ethical Trade Association (Wieta), with increasing numbers of producers subscribing to its code 
of good conduct. This is particularly after the international market reacted positively to the launch 
of the Wieta ethical seal, a world-first that provides a guarantee of fair labour practices.7
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HoW To deTerMINe WHere To exporT To

Historically and speaking generally, in South Africa little consideration was given to export 
opportunities in new markets or opportunities for new products in existing markets. determining 
which markets to export to is a significant challenge in itself and against the background of the 
sheer number of opportunities some scientific approach is required in strategic decision-
making. using a decision-support model (dSM) such as the dSM methodology developed by 
Belgian academics8 in the mid-1990s9 10 specifically to guide export promotion organisations, 
is an example of such as approach.

The dSM methodology was applied to identify a number of realistic export opportunities (reos) 
for South African wine (in the HS Code 220429: grape wines, alcoholic grape must)11 12. The 
objective of applying the dSM analytical tool includes the following: to provide the detailed results 
of the export opportunities (product-market combinations) of wine (thus per product); all the pos-
sible markets; the potential export values; and the market accessibility index. The dSM is an 
analytical tool that takes the guesswork out of export market selection. By means of a thorough 
scientific screening or filtering approach using four filters (see Box 1), it identifies realistic export 
opportunities for those exporters wanting to expand their sales reach into foreign markets. The 
dSM methodology takes into consideration all possible worldwide product-country combinations 
and, using four filters, systematically 
eliminates less promising markets until 
those with the greatest prospects of 
success are revealed. It also offers 
alternatives to exporters where they are 
facing saturation and/or declining 
growth in their traditional markets. The 
dSM thereby paves the way for more 
focused and cost-effective export ven-
tures.

As an example, once all the filters 
have been applied, potential export 
markets are categorised as illustrated 
in Table 1. In the columns of the table, 
South Africa’s relative market share 
(compared to the top six competitors) 
is classified as small, intermediately 
small, intermediately high and high. 
While in the rows of the table the 
import size and growth of the identi-
fied markets are classified into five 

different combinations of markets showing above average short term growth, long term growth 
and size of import demand (based on the analysis in filter 2).

Table 1: Final categorisation of realistic export opportunities13

South Africa’s relative market share

Small
Intermediately 

small
Intermediately 

high
High

large product market Cell 1 Cell 6 Cell 11 Cell 16

Growing (short- & long-term)  
product market

Cell 2 Cell 7 Cell 12 Cell 17

large product market with  
short-term growth

Cell 3 Cell 8 Cell 13 Cell 18

large product market with  
long-term growth

Cell 4 Cell 9 Cell 14 Cell 19

large product market with  
short- and long-term growth

Cell 5 Cell 10 Cell 15 Cell 20

Twenty different kinds of markets are distinguished and categorised per cell in the dSM which 
can assist South African exporters to focus their export promotion efforts. exporters will there-
fore, before further investigation into a market identified as an export opportunity, know 
whether there is potential in terms of the size and/or growth of import demand and to what 
extent this potential has been utilised by South African exporters. If a product-country combina-
tion is classified in cell 7, for instance, it means that the demand in that market is large and 
growing over both the short- and the long term, but the exporting country for which the model 
is applied has a relatively small market share in that market. For a more detailed explanation of 
the dSM method, see Cuyvers, Steenkamp and Viviers (2012).14

Table 2 contains the results of the application of the dSM methodology on the South African 
wine industry exports. From this table it is clear that both in terms of number of export oppor-
tunities and export potential, 9 of the 25 country product combinations for wines are assigned 
to Cells 1 to 5 and even up to Cell 7, where South Africa has a relatively small market share. 
This implies that South Africa is not adequately tapping into the markets where:

(i) political and commercial risks are not too high (determined in filter 1);

(ii) Demand is sizable and/or growing (determined in filters 1 and 2);

(iii) Competition is not too fierce (determined in filter 3.1);

(iv) Barriers to trade are not too high (determined in filter 3.2); and

(v) South Africa is specialised in producing and exporting the product (relative Comparative 
Advantage -rCA>1).

(vi) South Africa has exported the product before.

DSM filtering proceSS

1. Filter 1 assesses countries from the point of 
view of their political and commercial risk, and 
macroeconomic size and growth.

2. Filter 2 assesses the market potential of the 
various product groups for the remaining coun-
tries, as determined by the size and growth of 
import demand.

3. Filter 3 examines the accessibility of the 
remaining countries in terms of their different 
barriers to entry (including shipping time and 
cost, logistical efficiency and tariffs and non-
tariff barriers) and degree of market concentra-
tion.

4. Filter 4 categorises the final round of potential 
export markets according to South Africa’s 
current export performance in these markets 
compared to that of the top six competitors in 
each market.  A potential export value is also 
assigned to each identified product-market 
combination to be able to prioritise between 
the shortlisted export opportunities.
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The top 20 export markets include the known ones such as uK, Italy, Sweden and the uS 
(where growth has slowed and even stagnated), but there are also a few outliers that are grow-
ing (short- and long-term) wine markets but where South Africa’s market share is still small e.g. 
eastern european countries and Ghana in sub-Saharan Africa.

Table 2: Top export markets for South African wines  
(HS220429 - Grape wines, alcoholic grape must)

Country

potential export value 
for wines, exported 
from South Africa 
(uS$ thousand)

South 
Africa’s 
actual 

exports 
wines (uS$ 
thousand)

Market 
Access %1

Cell  
classification

united Kingdom 74 540 25 559 61.51 15

Italy 72 502 706 69.35 10

Sweden 36 990 36 990 43.66 20

Germany 29 900 18 661 78.36 15

Switzerland 26 208 1 201 69.19 13

united States 25 656 966 74.75 10

denmark 20 296 9 163 68.80 15

China 19 811 282 74.26 10

Norway 11 434 1 998 67.00 15

Canada 10 560 2 904 43.39 14

France 9 741 3 963 72.55 8

Finland 9 292 2 731 66.47 12

Slovakia 6 950 0 57.21 2

Czech republic 1 633 31 67.87 5

Singapore 910 41 75.61 7

Thailand 907 163 62.75 2

estonia 602 108 65.69 2

Ghana 583 67 47.42 7

Country

potential export value 
for wines, exported 
from South Africa 
(uS$ thousand)

South 
Africa’s 
actual 

exports 
wines (uS$ 
thousand)

Market 
Access %1

Cell  
classification

Iceland 561 365 59.13 17

Albania 221 0 51.54 2

Ireland 217 33 47.07 7

panama 119 0 50.73 2

Trinidad and Tobago 87 0 81.11 2

Spain 57 0 77.95 2

luxembourg 0 0 73.77 2

1   The market access percentage indicated in table 2 was derived by converting the market access index for each product-country combina-
tion to a scale of 0 (lowest market access index value) to 100 (highest market access index value). The index was calculated by means of 
a principle components analysis and includes the following criteria: international and domestic shipping time and cost, logistical efficiency, 
tariffs and non-tariff barriers. For more detail on the methodology used to construct this index, see Steenkamp (2011).

It would be unwise to rest all export promotion decisions upon the dSM results alone15 or to 
use the results of the dSM in isolation. The model uses quantitative information to provide a 
list of export opportunities, but qualitative information concerning each product-country com-
bination individually should also be taken into consideration in the export promotion process. 
This information might include specific diplomatic and political issues between the exporting 
and importing countries, consumer tastes, product adaptation, packaging, labelling and a wide 
range of other factors. product and country-specific research should therefore compliment the 
dSM to deliver optimal results. This gives rise to the importanct process of determining the key 
information requirements of an exporter wishing to access or grow its export market.

KeY INTellIGeNCe requIreMeNTS
In today’s globalised and competitive business environment, exporters need to analyse and 
assess foreign markets. For this to happen, the focused acquisition of information, information 
sources and the application of information in an exporter’s business decisions and marketing 
plans are most important. As the number of enterprises participating in export activities 
increases, information regarding the international environment in turn becomes critical in effec-
tively managing corporate ventures. Given the level of economic volatility within certain export 
markets and the increasing levels of competition worldwide, strategy will become more complex. 
Having access to and using the right information is important for export success. If efforts are 
not focused on accessing the right information, exporters might drown in an information glut.
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Market information

Market attractiveness / feasibility as indicated by the ranking of market potential, customer information 
(buyer preferences lifestyles and culture) and price levels of products; product and other marketing adap-
tation issues (advertising and promotions). In more detail, the following information types are required:

• Typical profit margins for similar products
• Market trends – is there growth or decline in the market
• Technology trends
• The total number of potential customers
• Size of the market or markets (value and volume)
• Percentage of imports in relation to the total market
• Key countries exporting to the target country in this market
• List and description of all potential marketing channels
• Geographic areas with high concentrations of potential customers
• Market dynamics: Key drivers and challenges including delivery times, level and type of service is 

expected
• If the proposed product is unique, how is the problem it solves handled currently
• Issues of importance to customers when purchasing the particular product / assessment of satis-

faction with current supplier or the product and price trends
• Customer culture: Attitude of buyers to imported products in this market and what issues would 

encourage buyers to switch suppliers
• Expected credit and payment terms

Historically, exporters that acquire and use export market research serve more global markets 
than non-users. one explanation for this practice is that enterprises pursuing global markets 
search for additional sources of information. exporters typically employ a wide range of 
informational sources to improve the chance of success in their export efforts because in a 
competitive business environment in which much of the same information is equally available 
to competitors, a key source of competitive advantage lies in how the information is identified, 
acquired and used. However, gathering and analysing the right types of information is just half 
of the picture: results from research indicate that a shortage of marketing experience in 
especially smaller enterprises lead to limited experience in using marketing research and export 
assistance and that there is limited ability to understand and use the information gathered.

exporting requires clear information requirements and in turn, sources of relevant information. 
It concerns what is required, how it is acquired, the sources and quality of information as well 
as how interpreted information is applied in business decisions in other words, the rationale 
behind acquiring relative information. All companies need the right information in order to take 
informed business decisions. In the case of exporters, the importance of acquiring the right 
information is even larger due to the complexities of exports. An exporter’s knowledge of its 
markets will lead to the creation of higher customer value and therefore marketing information 
processes as important to an enterprises efficacy.

Broadly, information types can be categorised into a number of distinct categories namely 
political information, economic information (its effect on lifestyles); macroeconomic information 
relating to market potential; export restrictions (tariff, non-tariff, and transportation barriers); and 
legal information. In terms of the importance of the various types of information, exporters rank 
market information and export restrictions as most important. The broad types of information 
are illustrated in brief in Table 3.

Table 3: Information types

Competitor information

• Identification of key competitors and profiles on each including key indicators
• Strengths and weaknesses information
• Intelligence on competitor growth strategies
• Competitor pricing information
• Competitor customer information: positioning, segmentation, prices offered
• Competitor marketing strategy and where they advertise; trade show participation
• Competitor distribution information: locations, channels (dealers, agents, direct, wholesalers,  

distributors, in-house sales force)
• Copies of printed materials of the competitors (brochures/technical data sheets)
• Information on other exporters operating in the same market
• Market perceptions of competitor products

Marketing information

• Marketing or strategic partner
• Information on market presence: independent sales office, partnership with a local company for an 

independent sales office; purchase a local company in the target country, agencies; direct sales to 
target customers

• Information on trade exhibitions and conferences
• Information on trade associations and their recent and service offering e.g. publications
• Advertising and PR agencies

Political information

• Government assistance, political stability

• Information on security matters

Macro-economic information

• Background on economic conditions, economic indicators information

• Potential investor information (names of companies in the particular field that may be open to 
investment opportunities; venture capital companies that are active in the industry)

• Infrastructure (roads, financial, rail, sea and airports)
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once the types of information required are identified, a variety of sources of such information need 
to be identified. There are a number of source types that are related to foreign markets and dis-
tribution including customers, agents, retailers and marketing enterprises and sources related to 
supply interfaces include banking, insurance and finance institutions. other frequently used 
sources are government offices, electronic sources (subscription databases, the Internet), com-
pany employees and partners and networks and industry sources including other enterprises, 
industry analysts and experts and specialised journals. Many of the key types of information 
required by exporters cannot be found on the internet and are only accessible through network-
ing and interviews with a range of human sources including industry experts, distributors, repre-
sentatives, marketers, end users or consumers and competitors. The use of human sources 
among smaller exporters is well documented. Business linkages such as networks, joint ventures 
and partnerships play an important role in increasing the probability to export of small enterprises 
especially and the latter should seek assistance with networks and with international or export 
market intelligence. Tpos typically provide only certain types of information and it is up to the 
exporter to access other types of information e.g. in-depth market and competitor information.

GHANA AS A BrIeF CASe STudY
Taking Ghana as a brief case study to illustrate the typical key intelligence requirements, it is clear 
that Ghana, placed in cell 7 is a growing (short- & long-term) product market in which South 
African has a relatively small market share at present. There is room for much export growth.

Ghana is considered a rising African star with its strong economic growth (about 8% over the 
past five years). It is also politically stable and since it discovered oil, Ghana’s profile among 
investors has risen. Ghana’s debt represents around half of its Gdp (South Africa stands at 39) 
and the government projects a budget deficit of 9.2% of Gdp 2013, more than double that 
of South Africa. Ghana is, however, also among the few sub-Saharan African countries to have 
their sovereign ratings downgraded in 2013. Although most of its debt is in local currency, Ghana›s 
increasing dollar-denominated debt has not gone unnoticed. It issued a second uS$750 million 

eurobond in July 2013 and plans a uS$1 billion global bond in 2014. unless it can better 
manage its deficits investors will be wary and its current positive sentiment auger well for 
investments.

In order to access or grow South Africa’s share in this market an offensive market exploration 
export strategy should be applied by both trade promotion organisations and exporters.16 A 
Tpo or export agency viewpoint will provide only high-level type of information like macro-
economic information and information on trade agreements and barriers. Tpos can also render 
financial support for developing or improving publicity material, improving product design and 
quality and conducting detailed market research. export promotion activities (epAs), such as 
the dissemination of market information and participation of the potential exporters in high-
profile trade missions, supported by media campaigns, have to be combined with more aggres-
sive instruments, among which financial, which will allow the potential exporters to improve their 
competitive advantage further (e.g. official loans and development aid to the target country, 
improved credit insurance conditions, but also matchmaking with exporters of complementary 
products and giving incentives for piggy-back export systems). Also inviting key-decision mak-
ers in the target country (major importers or distributors) or facilitating outgoing foreign direct 
investment to the target economy can be effective instruments.

As the South African market share is very small, it is probably that little relevant expertise and/
or focus of exporting wine to Ghana exists in South Africa. It follows that much attention has 
to be devoted in the offensive export promotion strategy to information on the market oppor-
tunities, with special attention to the expected competition and the trade barriers and ways to 
approach the market. This information offering should be tailored to the needs of the exporters 
and the stage of export of the exporter albeit beginner or more experienced exporters.

In order to create awareness with the South African exporters, as well as to bring them in touch 
with the Ghanaian market, wine producers should be invited to participate in general trade 
missions, and local and regional trade fairs, in addition to the traditional fairs. on the matter of 
raising the expertise about the market, the Tpos can also consider developing and presenting 
tailored advanced export training and technical assistance with a particular focus on trade in 
West Africa. Financial support for in-market marketing campaigns targeting lifestyle industries 
can be considered while an assessment of the trade barriers can be made and presented to 
inform local extruder manufacturers of these trade barriers and the way to manage them.

one of the main purposes should be to determine the information needs of exporters and spe-
cifically new exporters and to assess whether the Tpo could assist in providing such information 
(and also communicate the areas in which the Tpo cannot assist) but this is where the chal-
lenges arise as certain information requirements are difficult to fulfil by Tpos. Historically there are 
gaps between what exporters’ needs are in terms of information and what Tpos provide in terms 
of advice, services, publications, and other trade promotion initiatives. Tpos provide a general 
and wide range of export-promotion services, including information that could be useful to export-

Legal / regulatory information

• Standards approvals and licenses required to sell the products in the target export market

• Labour issues

• Issues around starting a business, regulations on local shareholding, taxes

• Information on the legal system

Information on export restrictions

• Tariff and non-tariff barriers

• Transport barriers

• Barriers of entry
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ers. Making available relevant information to exporters in the wine sectors would enhance the 
potential success of export ventures to Ghana, as it would enable exporters to develop detailed 
marketing and export plans based on the provided analysed information. It would also support 
the assessment of strategies, enhance competitor perceptions and efficacy of export operations, 
provide insights into competitor capabilities and enhance long-term market prospects.

From an exporter viewpoint, an export promotion strategy will involve optimal exploitation of 
any competitive advantage e.g price, service and delivery and by doing a great job with 
information. exporters should start by identifying their information requirements, then determine 
where they would find such information, gather and analyse the information and importantly, 
apply the results in strategic decision making and in honing export strategies. Typically exporters 
would seek to gather market and competitor information. Market information comprises various 
types of information concerning mainly customers (buyer preferences lifestyles and culture); 
market attractiveness, market feasibility and price levels of products; product and other 
marketing adaptation issues (advertising and promotions). These categories allow enterprises 
to compute potential initial and future revenues, and better understand the likelihood of satisfying 
customers. Knowledge about the appropriateness of exporting a particular product to a 
particular market is a prerequisite for successful export ventures.

Information on foreign customers is the most influential overall, followed by product aspects, 
market preference, and pricing issues. It also appears the information on market attractiveness 
as indicated by the ranking of market potential, customer buyer preferences, and the price level 
of products, is essential for enterprises venturing abroad. Information on the customer lifestyles 
and buyer preferences and economic indicator information are of greater importance to exporters.

other types of information that would be important to gather on the Ghanaian export market 
would be export marketing information to reduce risk and uncertainty and monitor changes in 
demand patterns, supply sources, competitive activities and a host of other factors that impact 
on business decisions. export marketing involves preparing and selling an offering that will entice 
the foreign buyer and customer. This offering comprises a product e.g. wine that is offered at 
a certain price and that is distributed to the foreign customer. export marketing information also 
relates to a number of issues including cultural difference in the target market and how custom 
and tradition, language, literacy and symbolism can impact on the marketing mix. Information 
gathered on these issues informs decisions on the nature of market presence (sales office, 
partnerships with local companies for an independent sales office; purchase a local company 
in the target country, agencies; and direct sales to the target customers.

Competitor information is also an important information type that will probably require of the 
exporter to make an extra effort to access. The types of competitor information are multiple 
and commence with listing all competitors and then identifying key competitors on the key 
information factors. The types of information required include product and pricing information, 
information on growth and marketing strategies, strengths and weaknesses, information on 

competitors’ customers and how they view the competitor and importantly, information on the 
competitors’ destitution capability. In this regard, locations, channels, dealers, agents, direct, 
wholesalers, distributors, in-house sales force are important types of information. Copies of 
printed materials of the competitors (brochures / technical data sheets) and information on other 
exporters operating in the same market are also useful. This is not typical information provided 
by Tpos or available on the Internet.

CoNCluSIoN

It is clear that exporting is a challenging activity and exporters need the right information to exploit 
the opportunities that are presented by the current growing wine supply and demand deficit. 
Finding the right export market is only the start and for this, the dSM as described in this VinIntell 
edition is a scientific instrument. exporters also need to determine what they need to know about 
the export market in order to ensure export success. once these information types have been 
identified and the necessary information gathered and analysed, it is of crucial importance that 
such information or intelligence be used in export strategies and business decisions.
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